Independent component analysis (ICA) does not follow the superposition rule. This motivates us to study a negative event-related potential -mismatch negativity (MMN) estimated by the single-trial based ICA (sICA) and averaged trace based ICA (aICA), respectively. To sICA, an optimal digital filter (ODF) was used to remove low-frequency noise. As a result, this study demonstrates that the performance of the sICA+ODF and aICA could be different. Moreover, MMN under sICA+ODF fits better with the theoretical expectation, i.e., larger deviant elicits larger MMN peak amplitude.
Introduction
Mismatch negativity (MMN) is the negative eventrelated potential (ERP) and may be automatically elicited by the auditory deviant stimulus in an oddball paradigm in which the deviant stimulus occurs among repetitive and homogeneous stimuli.
1,2 MMN has been extensively analyzed in clinical studies of coma, schizophrenia, cognitive decline, childhood disorders, etc. 3 In contrast to the ongoing EEG recordings, 49−52 MMN is much smaller and its peak amplitude is usually up to −3 µV. 1 Thus, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is typically very low in the single-trial recordings of MMN. In order to improve the SNR, a large number of deviant repetitions are usually collected for averaging in most MMN studies.
1 This is because ERPs can be extracted from in the standard and deviant stimuli. However, during the elicitation of MMN, the N1, P3a and other responses to stimuli may also be generated and may overlap MMN in time, or frequency, or even both domains. 1 The ordinary averaging-based DW cannot differentiate these potentials. Thus, more advanced signal processing techniques are applied to extract MMN from the mixtures. These include the digital filter, 5−11 wavelet filter, 12−13 independent component analysis (ICA) 14, 15, 42 etc.
Among methods in the above three categories, the digital and the wavelet filter obey the superposition rule, 16 i.e., the average over filtered single-trials is equal to the filtered average over raw single-trials. This could mathematically be stated as
where, h(•) denotes a digital or a wavelet filter, z m i (t) represents the EEG recording at the ith electrode of the mth trial at time t, andz i (t) is the averaged EEG recording of M trials.
However, ICA does not obey this additive rule, i.e.,
ICA[z
where, ICA(•) is the notation of the whole ICA procedure on EEG. The left part of the inequation (2) is to implement ICA on the averaged traces; the right part of the inequation is to perform ICA on the single-trial recordings and then to average the estimated single-trial recordings to produce ERPs. As ICA has been applied to extract the MMN component from the averaged MMN trace, 14 the unequal feature of ICA in the inequation (2) drives us to investigate whether different MMN may be extracted out with the right part of the paradigm. Hereinafter, the ICA based single-trial is denoted as sICA, and the averaged trace based ICA is denoted as the aICA. It should be noted that averaging functions as a low pass filter 16 and in practice, averaging over ICA based single-trials may produce some low frequency noise. 16 Hence, we add a filter step to the averaging over ICA based single-trials to provide an optimal digital filter (ODF) 5 to remove low frequency noise.
The presentation is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the experimental paradigm to elicit MMN and demonstrates how the sICA is implemented.
Section 3 demonstrates the peak amplitudes and latencies of MMNs under DW, ODF, aICA, and sICA+ODF, respectively. Conclusions and discussions as to the different methods are elaborated in the final section.
Method

Experiment design and procedure
Originally, data was collected by the Department of Psychology at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland. 17, 18 For the completeness of the study, the participants, experimental paradigm and EEG recordings were briefly introduced. When we gained the dataset, 102 children aged between 8-16 years were available (four data sets were excluded on the grounds of noisy data). 5 There were 66 control children (mean age 11 years 11 months), 16 children with reading disabilities (RD) (mean age 12 years 2 months), and 16 children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorders (ADHD) (mean age 11 years). This study focused solely on analysis of the data process for the study of MMN and the differences among the groups was beyond the remit of this study. An uninterrupted sound comprised the stimuli setup through two changing 100 ms sine tones of 600 Hz and 800 Hz (repeated stimuli). The sine wave changed into another frequency without pause and the wave amplitude was kept invariable. The shorter tones of 50 ms or 30 ms duration randomly replaced 15% of the 600 Hz tones (deviant stimuli, each 7.5% referred to as dev50 and dev30 respectively). Meanwhile, the experiment guaranteed at least six repetitions of the alternating 100 ms tones between any of the two shorter tones (i.e., deviants). Figure 1 describes the schematic illustration of the experimental paradigm. 
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The EEG recordings commenced 300 ms prior to the onset of the deviant stimulus and lasted for 350 ms after its onset. A total of 350 trials for each type of deviant were recorded. The sampling frequency was 200 Hz and an analog band-pass of 0.1-30 Hz was performed on the raw data. Thus, each trial contained 130 samples. Nine electrodes were placed over the standard 10-20 sites. The electrodes included frontal (F3, Fz and F4), central (C3, Cz and C4), parietal (Pz) and mastoid (M1 and M2) placements. All electrodes were referred to the tip of the nose. Eye movements were measured at the upper corner of the left eye (G1) and the lower corner of the right eye (G2).
Implementation of single-trial based ICA
The application of ICA to EEG typically includes three steps: (1) perform ICA on multi-channel EEG recordings to estimate independent components; (2) select the desired estimated component for further processing; (3) project the desired component back to the electrodes to correct the random scale of the component estimated by ICA. 19 Regarding the sICA, the fourth step follows, i.e., average the ICA-based single-trials to obtain the ERP. 20 In this study, we also used this procedure although the specific implementation was based on the property of our dataset. Each step is illustrated as follows: 
where, EEG recordings are
T are the independent brain sources; each column of A corresponds to the mapping parameters from one brain source to all electrodes. The assumptions are usually that A has full rank and K is usually equal or smaller than N and every source is with a mean of zero. In practice, the single-trial recordings tend to contain sensor noises. As a result, the more accurate model should be:
where,
T are the sensor noises. Here, sensor noises mean the random EEG recordings. This is a more difficult model of ICA. In this case, denoising source separation (DSS) can be used for separation. 25 For the completeness of this study, DSS will be briefly introduced. In DSS, the first step is to implement classic ICA on the mixtures, i.e.,
T are the estimation of sources and W is the unmixing matrix.
Secondly, the denoising is achieved by
where, the denoising function is f (•). In practice, this could range from simple but powerful linear functions to sophisticated nonlinear functions. For example, on/off denoising, frequency content based method, spectrogram denoising, estimated signal variance based procedure, etc.
25
The new unmixing matrix is then recomputed through
where, • is the operation for the norm of a matrix. Finally, the new unmixing matrix is substituted into the Eq. (5) for the next iteration until some predefined threshold is met.
These steps comprise the DSS algorithm. In this study, the classic ICA algorithm was the FastICA, and the denoising function was set as
where, tanh(•) is the hyperbolic tangent function. It is generally considered to be more robust against spiky source estimations.
In practice, the number of signal samples may limit the performance of the ICA decomposition. If the number of sources is N, the number of samples at least should be several times that of the squared N. 19 Conversely, in this study, since each trial only contained 130 samples, six was set as the number of components to be extracted out by ICA decomposition. To provide a better signal to noise ratio environment, EEG recordings at C3, C4, Cz, F3, F4 and Fz were selected for ICA decomposition. This is because the MMN peak amplitudes at the central and frontal areas are larger than the partial and mastoid areas.
1
Since FastICA is an adaptive algorithm and multichannel EEG recordings are usually of high dimensional space, the output of single-run DSS may possibly lead to high uncertainty. This means that the estimated components may not be similar under two runs of the same ICA algorithm. To resolve this problem, a software for investigating the reliability of ICA estimates by clustering and visualization (ICASSO) is used in this study. 24 ICASSO's purpose is to reliably extract components from multichannel recordings. One way is to initiate the unmixing matrix many times and run the ICA respectively and then cluster these components to find the common components in so many runs. The parameters of ICASSO for this study would be introduced as the following: the unmixing matrix was randomly initialized 100 times and DSS was run 100 times respectively. These components of 100 runs were then clustered into six groups. For clustering, the agglomerative hierarchical clustering with average-linkage criterion was used. 24 This is also the default setting in the ICASSO software. 24 In this way, the estimation by ICA can be reliable, i.e., the output from DSS under the ICASSO paradigm may be much more reliable than that of the single-run DSS. We named this method as DSS based ICASSO. As this study was not focused on analyzing FastICA, 23 DSS, 25 and ICASSO, 24 they were only briefly introduced.
For more details, please refer to their corresponding literature.
Method to choose desired component-support to absence
After the sources are estimated by ICA, the desired components are usually chosen for further processing. Methods to choose the desired components are often based on the spatial pattern, maps polarity, temporal characteristics, and spectral criteria. 27 For example, in our paradigm, MMN should appear within the time frame from 50 ms to 200 ms after the deviation is offset 32 ; the optimal frequency band of MMN was between 2 Hz and 8.5 Hz. 5 With the timing and frequency knowledge, the support to absence ratio (SAR) was defined from the time-frequency represented component 33 and SAR could be utilized to choose the desired MMN component. 34 In this study, we repeated the same paradigm to choose the desired component, i.e., the component with the largest SAR was chosen for further processing. 
Project one component back to electrodes in practice
The components estimated by ICA have scaling indeterminacy, 35 i.e., the magnitude and polarity (positive or negative) of the components are random. They should be corrected when the ERP peak amplitudes are the desired parameter for further studies. In theory, the true peak magnitude and polarity could be achieved through projecting the selected component back to the electrodes and the requirement is that ICA decomposition is globally optimized. 19, 36 The global optimization implies that the global matrix of ICA, i.e., the multiplication of the unmixing matrix and the mixing matrix of ICA, has only one non-zero element in each row and each column. However, in practice, such global optimization is rarely achieved by the back projection. 24 As a result, the scaling problem cannot be fully corrected. This means that, either the polarity of the component estimated by ICA, or the polarity of the projected component for certain electrodes, may be random.
In the sICA paradigm, the projected component at the electrode field composed the recordings of the ICA based single-trial. If this problem of polarity was not corrected, the polarities of the ICA based singletrials might be randomly positive or negative for one electrode. As a result, the average over them could not be accurate. Therefore, before averaging, a reference to the polarity should be set. MMN tends to be a negative component in the frontal and central area under the reference to the tip of nose. 1 In the single-trial, it is not definite that the polarities of the single-trial recording remain as identical as those in the averaged recordings. However, it is natural that most of the single-trials may keep the same polarities as those in the averaged recordings; otherwise, averaging over single-trials could not produce the negative mismatch. Here, the problem is that it is hard to know the polarity of the desired component in the electrode field for each single-trial for each electrode from the raw recordings. This is because the recordings of the single-trial are often poorly structured and contain many spontaneous brain activities. In order to achieve the polarity of the desired component at the electrode field in the single-trial for each channel, a wavelet filter was applied to the raw recordings of the single-trial for each channel to remove the noise and interference from the response of the deviant stimulus. This was because the wavelet filter could improve the quality of the recordings 37 without changing the polarity of the signal.
The wavelet based algorithms could be used both for feature extraction 38 and as a filter. 37,39−41 In this study, they performed as a filter. The reversal biothorgonal wavelet (with the order of 6.8 in MATLAB Toolbox) was applied for decomposition under seven levels and coefficients of the fifth and sixth levels were used for the reconstruction. This was because the frequency responses of such a wavelet filter met the frequency property of MMN. For more details concerning the application of the wavelet filter to MMN, please refer to the study of Cong et al. After the wavelet-filtered trace was obtained, the peak polarity was recorded within the time frame of MMN in Fig. 1 at each electrode for reference. If the polarity of the projected component was not consistent with the corresponding reference, its polarity would be reversed. In this way, the polarity indeterminacy was corrected under the ICA on the EEG procedure in this study. As this problem has been discussed in our previous study, 36 it is not examined in detail within. This section discussed the application of the ICA to the EEG. Figure 2 summarizes all the steps. ICA is a sophisticated and advanced method. If any step was not treated well, the estimation by ICA could not be reliable.
Criteria for performance of different methods
In practice, the true ERP sources and the mixing matrix are not available to compose the criterion necessary to evaluate the performance of the ICA algorithms. However, we may know some functions of well-studied ERPs. These functions may become the criteria to judge the performance of data processing methods. In this study, MMN was recorded under two deviants. Compared to the repeated stimuli with the 100 ms tone, one deviant stimulus was the 50 ms tone and the deviation was 50 ms; the other deviant stimulus was the 30 ms tone and the deviation was 70 ms. Hence, the latter tone was the larger deviant. For MMN, larger deviant could theoretically elicit MMN with a larger peak amplitude and shorter peak latency. 1, 14, 42, 43 It should be noted that the same paradigm to elicit MMN has been used and MMN does in fact demonstrate such properties.
14 Consequently, these properties of MMN were the criteria to judge performance of different data processing methods in this study.
Data reduction
On the basis of the visual test, distribution and the possibility of inspection of the EEG data, four excision principles were set up to rule out the artifacts in this study: The first was that a trial exceeds ±100 µV in order to cancel the EOG-artifacts. 17, 18 The second was that the trace of a trial was a straight line in order to delete the trials with null information. Thirdly, the standard kurtosis of a trial was larger than 10 in order to remove the trials with improbable distributions. Finally, the entropy of a trial was larger than 35 in order to reject trials with impossible data. The criteria of kurtosis and entropy had been used in the popular software -EEGLAB. 31 We applied them to the trial excision principles in this study. The number of included trials per participant varied from 181 to 346 trials. Only for five participants was the number smaller than 300. The average number was 331 trials. Rejected trials numbered 4.5%.
Data processing procedure
In the first instance, bad trials were rejected and good trials were retained. Next, the mean of the first 300 ms recording was formulated as the baseline. Then, each sample of a certain trial subtracted its baseline. Hereinafter, the EEG recordings of each trial were beyond the baseline. The sICA+ODF included eight parts as follows:
(1) Perform the DSS based ICASSO on good singletrial recordings. 14 This was because averaging over raw trials could reduce the sensor noises so that the Eq. (3) could model the averaged trace. For simplicity, it was not discussed in this study. For details, please refer to the corresponding literature. Subsequently, we obtained the averaging trace, ODF trace, aICA trace and sICA+ODF trace at each channel under each deviant for each participant. To compute MMN peak amplitude and latency of the averaging trace, DW was performed on and the first 50 ms recording was formulated as the baseline. 5 To measure the MMN peak amplitude and latency of the ODF trace, aICA trace and sICA+ODF trace, a time-frame 50-200 ms after the offset of the deviant was used and the first 50 ms after the offset of the deviant was formulated as the baseline for data within the time-frame. The latency was counted from the offset of the deviant to the time when the MMN peak amplitude appeared.
5,14,42
It should be noted that MMN peak amplitude and latency are measured directly from the filtered responses of the deviant stimulus. This is because the responses of the repeated stimuli have become flat and it is no longer necessary to subtract them from the responses of the deviant stimulus.
MMN peak amplitude and latency were examined through a general linear model and a repeated measure of ANOVAs (Analyses of Variance). This was to test whether the difference of amplitudes or latencies between the two deviants was significant under each method. It was also to test whether the difference did exist between sICA+ODF and DW, ODF or aICA under each deviant. The factor could be the deviant or the method, and the variable could be the MMN peak amplitude or latency of participants.
Results
The original dataset is the same as that used in Ref. 5 with the only difference being that we rejected 4.5% of trials and they adopted all trials. Some basic results were shown in Ref. 5 , such as, DW of the grand averaged trace and are not discussed here. This study focuses on the main effects of the different data processing methods under each deviant and the main effect of different deviants under each method. MMN peak amplitudes, as well as latencies, were derived from 98 participants on six channels by two deviations of four methods. In this study we did not analyze the difference of the MMN peaks among channels; hence MMN peak amplitudes and latencies before further statistical analysis were averaged over six channels, respectively. Figure 3 demonstrates the new recordings of a single-trial estimated by sICA from the raw recordings of a representative trial. After sICA was performed, six components were extracted out and the second one was regarded to relate to the desired MMN source. And then, the second component was projected back to the electrode field and such projections composed the new recordings of this singletrial estimated by sICA. In Fig. 3 , it is evident that the new recordings are better structured in contrast to the raw recordings of this trial. Subsequently, the averaging over all the new single-trial recordings estimated by ICA could possess better property of MMN finally.
The grand averaged trace over all participants for each electrode under each deviant are shown in Fig. 4 under the averaging, ODF, aICA and sICA+ODF. The horizontal ordinate is the time and the vertical ordinate is the amplitude. Compared to the averaging, both aICA and sICA+ODF removed the responses to repeated stimuli and P3a and ODF cancelled the responses to repeated stimuli, but not P3a. This was because P3a and MMN could overlap in the frequency domain and ODF could not separate them out. Figure 4 shows that the EEG recordings were evidently cleaned. Table 1 shows the statistical tests on the MMN peak amplitude and latency between two deviants under each method. The MMN peak amplitude under 50 ms deviant was significantly smaller than that under 30 ms deviant only with sICA+ODF. Through DW on the raw recordings, the difference of the MMN peak amplitudes under two deviants was almost evident. However, with ODF or aICA, the extent of the difference was reduced.
As for the MMN peak latencies between two deviants, no considerable difference was investigated under any method. However, in contrast to the DW, the degree of difference under sICA+ODF increased, and decreased under ODF or aICA. This is consistent with the analysis on the MMN peak amplitudes. For more details of the MMN peak parameters, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 describe the MMN peak latency and amplitude of all participants under two deviants with each method respectively. Table 2 shows the statistical tests on MMN peaks amplitude and latency between sICA+ODF and DW, ODF, or aICA respectively under each deviant. Under 50 ms deviant, the MMN peak amplitude under sICA+ODF was significantly smaller than that under any of the other three methods.
Correspondingly, no important difference with regard to the MMN peak latencies was observed. Under 30 ms deviant, the MMN peak amplitude under sICA+ODF was evidently smaller than that under DW and no difference was investigated between sICA+ODF and ODF or aICA. The MMN peak latency under sICA+ODF did show an evident variance with that under DW or aICA, but was significantly smaller than that under ODF. The results in Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate that different methods performed differently.
Statistically, the peak latencies estimated through sICA+ODF did not differ from those estimated through other methods under 50 ms deviant in Table 2 . However, visually, the waveform demonstrates that it was much longer in Fig. 4 . Two reasons might illustrate this phenomenon: One was that the variance of the peak latencies was too large and the second related to the distribution of the peak latencies among all participants. As Fig. 6 demonstrates, with DW, ODF, and aICA, the peak latency under 50 ms deviant in the grand averaged trace was about 150 ms while with sICA+ODF, it was about 170 ms. Thus, MMN appeared around these latencies with higher probability, but these numbers were different to the averaged MMN peak latency under any method in Table 2 . This means that the MMN peak latency under 50 ms deviant was poor to describe the MMN property with the methods in this study, but it was very good under 30 ms deviant only with sICA+ODF.
Discussion
In the research into mismatch negativity (MMN), the processing of data plays an important role. In this study, we have tested two different mechanisms for data processing with the aim of rejecting the interference from EEG recordings. The first is to average the recordings of the single-trials and then to remove the interference from the averaged trace. The second is first to filter the interference single-trial by singletrial and then, to average the filtered recordings of the single-trials. To produce MMN, difference wave (DW), digital filter, (4) . Thus, it assumes that raw recordings are the mixtures of many spontaneous brain activities. The goal of the ICA procedure on EEG as interpreted by Fig. 2 is to create such a scenario that only one brain activity exists in the brain and this activity transfers from the location in the brain to any points of the scalp. Thus, to realize this scenario, the first step is to separate the mixtures of the spontaneous brain activities into individual components through ICA, and each component represents one brain activity, and then select the interesting one to establish the environment that only one brain activity exists in the brain. The second step is to project the selected individual activity back to the electrode field to simulate the process that this brain activity transfers from the location of the brain to the scalp. Therefore, the key steps are the separation through ICA and the selection of the desired component.
sICA implements the separation on the raw recordings of a single-trial and aICA exerts on the averaged traces over single-trials. With regard to aICA, it assumes that all the brain sources and the transfer functions from the locations of the brain sources to the points of the scalp remain identical among a number of single-trials. Indeed, if such an assumption was true, the recordings of different single-trials would be the same. However, in practice, this cannot be possible. As a result, sICA more meets and reveals the real situations of the EEG recordings.
The data processing is to improve the quality of the recordings and is to make the filtered recordings become more like the MMN waveform in the timedomain. Indeed, to select the desired component is simultaneously to reject the interference. This is the mechanism by which ICA can improve the quality of the recordings. Thus, the most likely component to MMN should be selected. The support to absence ratio (SAR) of the time-frequency represented component can be one good parameter to achieve this goal. In this study, the support signal refers to the response from the deviant stimulus. Hence, such a paradigm for selection of the desired component is to find which component contains MMN information as likely as possible in the time and frequency domain. In this way, the quality of recordings in the single-trials is improved and MMN can then be better produced through averaging over the filtered single-trials. The grand averaged waveform in Fig. 4 has demonstrated this point.
In this presentation, six channels' data were adopted and six sources were assumed. In fact, more sources must exist and not all sources are entirely separated. Some extracted components should still be the mixtures of different sources. To resolve this problem, more recorded samples and more electrodes are required for better separation. The key compositions of sICA in this study include the DSS based ICASSO, support to absence ratio of the timefrequency represented component, and polarity correction of the projected component in the electrode field. Because the mathematical models of these procedures are plausible to other ERPs, they can be extended to the research of the other MMNs and ERPs.
This study does not attempt to challenge the previous methods for the study of ERPs. It simply illustrates every step of single-trial based ICA and suggests that, since ICA does not possess the superposition rule, it would be interesting to investigate whether the single-trial based ICA may produce different ERPs which may hold significance for further clinical applications.
